THE POWER OF ENTREPRENEUR NETWORKS
How New York City Became the Role Model for Other Urban Tech Hubs
OVER THE LAST YEAR, our team at Endeavor Insight studied the rapid growth of New York City’s information technology industry. We define tech companies as those developing an information technology or those whose businesses are Internet-enabled, excluding financial tech, green tech, and life sciences companies. Our goal was to identify lessons that leaders in other cities can use to support the growth of their own tech sectors. In the process, we created one of the largest datasets on a single entrepreneurship ecosystem in the world. It combines data from AngelList, Crunchbase, and LinkedIn with nearly 700 interviews with local tech entrepreneurs. In total, these founders dedicated more than a month of their time to this project. Our analysis reveals three key findings:

NEW YORK CITY IS THE BEST ROLE MODEL FOR OTHER URBAN TECH HUBS.

New York City has become the largest truly urban center for tech companies and the second-largest tech hub in the world. Tech companies led by local entrepreneurs directly employ 53,000 people, over 1% of New York City’s workforce. Between 2003 and 2013, the New York City tech sector grew twice as fast as Silicon Valley’s in terms of dollars invested, with its companies raising more than $3.1 billion in funding in 2013. Unlike many other urban tech hubs, most of the growth of the New York City tech sector has come in the last decade. Venture funding for tech companies in New York City increased by 240% from 2003 to 2013, and more than 85% of the sector’s current companies and 86% of its current jobs were created during this time.
Many people believe that tech founders are young, technical experts who studied at a prominent local university. We analyzed data on the age and educational history of New York City tech founders, and found that these myths do not tell the full story of the city’s founders or the sector’s success. The average New York City tech founder is thirty one years old when she founds her company and founders are just as likely to have studied a non-technical subject in university as a technical one. Founders also tend to be highly mobile, with nearly 90% graduating from universities outside of New York City.

Connections between successful founders and new entrepreneurs are a critical driver of the sector’s growth. Data from over 2,500 companies shows that top-performing tech entrepreneurs are more likely than their peers to start new companies, encourage their employees to do the same, mentor, angel invest, and inspire new entrepreneurs. In turn, new founders who are connected to or influenced by these top-performing founders are more likely to be successful than other local tech entrepreneurs. The development of this network of top-performing New York City tech founders has initiated a virtuous cycle of reinvestment that continues to fuel the sector’s growth.

The development of this research and content would not have been possible without the expertise and assistance of the Partnership for New York City. The staff of the Partnership provided critical feedback and connections that greatly enhance the reach and quality of this study.
New York City is the best role model for other urban tech hubs.

At $1.1 billion, the sale of DoubleClick in 2005 kicked off a decade of rapid growth for the New York City tech sector. Since then, companies like Buddy Media and Right Media have followed closely in DoubleClick’s footsteps, selling for hundreds of millions of dollars.

The Fastest Growing Urban Tech Hub. New York City’s tech sector creates hundreds of new startups annually. These aren’t just small businesses, but ones that are scaling rapidly in preparation for IPOs and acquisitions, with at least 27 companies exiting for more than $500 million in the last decade. The sector has expanded so rapidly that the growth of invested venture capital dollars, at 13.3% annually between 2003 and 2013, is twice as large as that of Silicon Valley, at 6.4%, and dwarfs that of Massachusetts, at negative 1.7%. New York City’s tech sector has superseded even Boston’s by many measures to become the largest standalone urban tech hub in the United States.

Poised for Greater Growth. Between 2010 and 2013, the number of New York City tech employees grew by more than 26% annually. At this rate, based on 2013 tax rates and a $100,000 average salary, the city could add nearly $160 million annually in new tech employee income tax receipts by 2019 and over $500 million by 2024. Assuming each of these new employees uses 100 square feet of office space, tech companies would need almost 450,000 square feet of additional office space annually by 2019 and 1.4 million square feet by 2024 to accommodate them, providing real benefit to industries beyond the tech sector.

Look to New York City, Not the Valley. Silicon Valley may seem like an attractive template for creating urban tech sectors, but it is unlikely that cities will be able to replicate it. Silicon Valley commercialized the fundamental technologies of the last half century: the silicon computer chip, personal computer, and consumer Internet. These companies and technologies emerged in a farming region in the 1950s, which, over the course of five decades, became a robust suburban tech hub. Its tech companies may have expanded into San Francisco, but the majority of the region’s funding and startup activity continues to be located in suburban areas like Palo Alto, an hour south of the city.

Cities don’t have 50 years to create a tech sector or the revolutionary technologies underpinning the Valley’s rise. Most importantly, the strategies San Francisco used to attract neighboring suburban firms are only useful to other cities that have world-class innovation hubs next door.

New York City’s tech sector is a much better role model for other cities. The city’s tech sector has emerged in just two decades, with many of its new companies using existing infrastructure and industries like advertising, media, and fashion as platforms for growth. This approach has allowed the city to set aside the unlikely chance that it will birth the next computer chip, and instead focus on making its media companies social and its advertising companies digital. By looking at its own strengths, New York City has overcome the constraints facing post-industrial cities worldwide to accumulate the talent and capital at the core of its thriving urban tech sector.
The economic impact of New York City’s tech sector

2003–2013

2,206 Companies founded
336 IPOs & Acquisitions
53,000+ Jobs
$14.2Bn Investment
$18.1Bn Exit amount
IT IS NOT EASY to build a tech sector, and myths regarding what causes one to grow are common. Many of these assumptions rightfully focus on the entrepreneurs themselves; after all, without them, businesses never start and a sector never grows. We analyzed New York City’s tech founders to understand several of these common assumptions and find that, contrary to popular belief, neither youth, nor technical skills, nor even homegrown talent have been central to the growth of New York City’s tech sector.

➤ EXPERIENCE TRUMPS YOUTH. Entrepreneurship is oftentimes portrayed as a vocation of youth: tech-savvy young people, it seems, can disrupt whole industries without ever having worked in them. New York City’s tech founders, rather than recent graduates, tend to be mid-career specialists with substantial industry experience who use their perspective to help existing industries innovate.

A group of seasoned executives, for example, founded Gilt Groupe, a successful e-commerce company. One of the founders, Alexandra Wilkis Wilson, had an MBA and several years of corporate experience at retailers like Bulgari and Louis Vuitton before starting Gilt. Like Alexandra, Neil Blumenthal, founder of online eyeglass company Warby Parker, spent five years as Director of Vision Spring, honing his industry knowledge and managerial skills before becoming an entrepreneur. These are not isolated cases: New York City tech founders were, on average, 31 years old before starting companies.13

New York City tech founders’ age at founding

Data from New York City’s tech sector debunks several common startup myths.
TECH TALENT ISN’T NECESSARILY HOMEGROWN. Cities don’t have to source entrepreneurial talent from within their borders in order to create a successful tech sector. Great tech sectors are instead built in one city by people from around the world. New York City’s tech sector is no exception, with 82% of its founders graduating from high school outside of the city.14

New York City is home to several world-class higher education institutions, including the recently inaugurated Cornell Tech campus. Despite the renown and success of these institutions, New York City’s tech sector is not strictly a product of talent coming out of these universities, either. In fact, it has succeeded in attracting the vast majority of its tech founders not from local universities, but rather from colleges throughout the United States and even worldwide. In aggregate, nearly 90% of New York City’s tech founders graduated from an undergraduate institution outside of the city, while 70% of those who attended graduate school did so elsewhere.15 Surprisingly, the University of Pennsylvania is by far the number one college destination for future New York City tech founders.
New York City tech founders’ undergraduate majors by STEM and non-STEM fields of study

Note: 1,681 founders studied 2,499 majors in undergraduate.
**FOUNDERS ARE POETS AND QUANTS.**
For many, mention of tech entrepreneurship brings to mind a programmer hunched over a computer developing groundbreaking new technologies. This image doesn’t tell the full story, however, of New York City tech founders, who are as likely to write marketing copy as a new compression algorithm. Combining these skill sets, these founders have found a way to grow both their businesses and the sector.

This dynamic begins as far back as college, where more New York City tech founders study non-technical subjects than technical ones. We divide these founders’ undergraduate majors into two categories: STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics) and non-STEM. This breakdown reveals that New York City tech founders study everything from economics, to computer science, to philosophy, and more often pursue the arts than the sciences. 65% of New York City tech founders studied non-STEM fields, while just 35% studied STEM ones during college.\(^{16}\)

It’s not that New York City’s tech founders are transitioning into more technical fields of study after they finish their undergraduate degrees, either. Among the 42% of New York City tech founders who attended graduate school, nearly two-thirds received non-technical graduate degrees like MBAs, MAs, and JDs.\(^{17}\)

The story of New York City’s rise is about much more than the background of its founders, the degrees they hold, or even the university they attended. We dig deeper, and find that the founders themselves, by contributing to one another’s success, are causing the New York City tech sector to grow.

### Percent of New York City tech founders by graduate degree studied

- MBA: 43%
- MS: 23%
- PhD: 5%
- JD: 7%
- MA: 14%
- Other: 8%

Note: 798 of 1,723 founders attended graduate school.
Founders who reinvest their success into others have greatly accelerated the tech sector’s growth.

THE CITY’S TECH ENTREPRENEURS look quite different from the stereotypes. They are older, less technical, and more likely to have attended undergraduate and graduate school elsewhere. It is not New York City’s mix of founder characteristics, however, that other cities should attempt to recreate. Policymakers who focus only on certain types of entrepreneurs risk orienting urban entrepreneurship policy towards yesterday’s challenges, as opposed to tomorrow’s opportunities. Instead, cities can focus on supporting the dynamic unfolding in New York City: few entrepreneurs who give rise to many generations of spinouts. Through five types of influence—inspiration, mentorship, investment, serial entrepreneurship, and former employee spinouts—New York City’s tech sector is benefitting from a virtuous cycle in which entrepreneurs grow their businesses, become successful, and reinvest their human, financial, and social capital in the next generation.

**SUCCESSFUL COMPANIES ARE INFLUENTIAL COMPANIES.** Over the past decade, companies like DoubleClick, Buddy Media, and AppNexus have received hundreds of millions of dollars in investment and exited for several billion more. These resources have found their way back into the sector, with the founders of these companies influencing 75 other New York City tech companies, using their success to mentor, invest, inspire, found new companies, and encourage former employees to do the same. Over time, the companies they have influenced have become successful in their own right, and continue to accelerate this cycle’s momentum. The 75 companies influenced by DoubleClick, Buddy Media, and AppNexus have gone on to influence 177 other companies themselves, which in turn have influenced 227 companies. Within just three degrees of influence, these three companies alone touch over 400 New York City tech firms.

As New York City tech companies become more successful, their founders are more likely to connect to and influence other entrepreneurs. Although the vast majority of New York City tech companies are still private, it is possible to look at over 300 companies with recorded exits between 2003 and 2013 to determine how influential their entrepreneurs became after being acquired. For every 100% increase in the dollar value of an exit, that company and its founders become 25% more influential. After selling their companies, founders and employees combine new wealth with the experience of having built a fast-growing company. With this expertise, capital, and visibility, these entrepreneurs found new companies, accelerate the growth of existing ones, and contribute to the ongoing expansion of the sector.

**SUCCESS PASSES FROM ONE GENERATION TO THE NEXT.** The most successful companies have an important impact on the performance of the entrepreneurs they influence. To explore this, we look at companies that are top performers, as defined by being in the top 10 percent of all companies founded in the same year by number of employees, total investment, or exit amount between 2003 and 2013. Companies that have been influenced by these top-performers become top-performers themselves 22% of the time, more than twice as often as those that do not have
Influenced by a top-performing company  
Not influenced by a top-performing company

Note: 85 companies are top-performers of 386 companies influenced by top-performers; 101 companies are top-performers of 1,052 total companies not influenced by top-performers.

We look at these same results in a regression framework and find that companies that have been influenced by top-performers are 14% more likely to become top-performing companies themselves. Put another way: being connected to a successful business makes it more likely that a business will receive a lot of investment, employ many people, or exit for a large amount of money.

**CONNECTIONS AS IMPORTANT AS INSTITUTIONS.** The prevailing wisdom has often been that institutions drive the success of an entrepreneurship ecosystem. We look at New York City’s top three investment firms, incubators, accelerators, co-working spaces, and undergraduate universities based on the percent of top-performing companies coming out of each. We compare the percentage of successful companies founded between 2003 and 2013 affiliated with these top institutions to the percentage of successful companies influenced by other successful companies. The results are surprising: 22% of companies influenced by another successful company are themselves successful, compared to 22% with connections to the top three universities, and just 11% from the top three incubators, accelerators, and co-working spaces. Only the top three New York City investment firms have a higher portfolio company success rate, at 44%, and almost half of these top-performing companies are themselves connected to other top-performers.

Companies and founders that connect to other top-performing companies are significantly more likely to be successful than those that tap into existing support organizations alone. New York City tech is not wasting its success; a small handful of companies are instead multiplying it. Highly connected companies do better and, in turn, successful companies give rise to more connections.
Five types of connections are accelerating the New York City tech sector’s growth.

**GIVING BACK** has become the norm for New York City tech founders. They inspire, mentor, invest, found new companies, and support their former employees to do the same. These five connection types bridge the gap between the experienced and the novice, the successful and the striving. In a city where so many are transplants, the entrepreneurs included, they are creating a reservoir of talent and capital for new entrepreneurs to tap.

**MENTORSHIP.** High-quality mentorship—relationships among founders to solve critical business issues—represents a unique opportunity to transfer knowledge from one generation of entrepreneurs to the next. No one is better positioned to guide an entrepreneur through the challenges of scaling a business, growing a sales pipeline, or sourcing talent than someone who is a bit further along in her journey as a New York City tech entrepreneur.

With over 400 entrepreneur-to-entrepreneur mentoring relationships, collaboration across generations of entrepreneurs has become the norm in the New York City tech sector. Successful entrepreneur mentors like Stephen and Heidi Messer of LinkShare (acquired by Rakuten for $425 million in 2005) and Scott Belsky of Behance (acquired by Adobe for a reported $150 million in 2012) are just two of hundreds investing their time and expertise in new tech companies. The New York City tech sector is increasingly collaborative, and successful entrepreneurs are helping the next generation as a way to pay it forward, stay tapped into new innovations, and cultivate future business relationships.

**ANGEL INVESTMENT.** Angel investments, typically from $25,000 to $500,000, play a critical role in providing the early capital and expertise necessary to get a business off the ground. Angel investors are not just sources of capital, but also mentors in their own right, as well as important sources of credibility as new entrepreneurs seek outside funding. In New York City’s tech sector alone, there have been over 3,500 New York City tech angel investments made by more than 2,000 angels.

Over 860 of these investments have been made by New York City tech entrepreneurs themselves, and more than a quarter of New York City tech companies have at least one co-founder who is also an angel investor. Large numbers of New York City tech founders are spurning the opportunity to retire to a tropical beach and are instead staying committed to the growth of the sector and propelling its growth with the smartest capital: entrepreneur angel investment.

**INSPIRATION.** Entrepreneurship is not an obvious career choice, and there are easier ways for talented people to make money, particularly in New York City. Despite these challenges, as New York City tech entrepreneurs become successful, they are also attracting attention. Increased visibility in turn allows these entrepreneurs to become role models for the next generation of founders. In fact, successful entrepreneurs like Alexis Maybank and Alexandra Wiliks Wilson from Gilt Groupe, Jonah Peretti from Buzzfeed, and Dennis Crowley from FourSquare, have inspired over 180 future New York City tech entrepreneurs.
Successful companies and entrepreneurs have two more ways that they can impact an ecosystem: serial entrepreneurship and former employee spinouts. More than 400 serial entrepreneurs have founded over 650 New York City tech companies.³²

It’s not just the entrepreneurs who go on to found new companies, either. Many New York City tech founders promote entrepreneurship among employees, inspiring them to venture out on their own and oftentimes supporting them financially when they take the plunge. In total, more than 500 companies have been founded by former employees of New York City tech companies.³³ The multiplicative effect of these two types of connections alone is impressive: on average, every two New York City tech companies connected to this network give rise to one more through serial entrepreneurship and former employee spinouts.³⁴
Connections among New York City tech companies grew rapidly between 2003 and 2013.

► REINVESTMENT IS ACCELERATING. The combined effects of the five connection types cannot be overstated. New York City tech has become a successful urban tech sector in large part because its best entrepreneurs and companies are accumulating not just employees, investments, and exits, but also influence. Over time, a network of 2,340 New York City tech entrepreneurs from 1,297 companies has emerged. Between these people and companies, a dense network of at least 2,000 connections has developed.35

Growing at an annualized rate of nearly 25% between 2003 and 2013, entrepreneur and company connections are the pathway through which New York City tech entrepreneurs are accumulating the human, social, and financial capital necessary to drive the formation of new companies. Without these relationships, people, knowledge, and money would leave the city’s tech sector: the iconic never inspire, the knowledgeable never mentor, and the successful never invest. Rather than standing on the shoulders of successful founders, young entrepreneurs of each subsequent generation would instead start on the ground floor. In a global economy with tempered growth and intense competition for nascent entrepreneurs, supporting this cycle is the only way for cities to capitalize on their success stories and create successful urban entrepreneurship ecosystems of their own.

► FROM FEW ENTREPRENEURS, MANY. New York City is now home to several groups of founders and former employees—sometimes referred to as “mafias”—who have left a single successful company and founded many more. These mafias demonstrate that over time, the strongest companies have an impact that spills across an entire city, generating jobs, revenue, and new companies. The three firms we have profiled, DoubleClick, Buddy Media, and AppNexus, are all important financial successes, but their founders have exceeded this success by mentoring, investing in, and inspiring the next generation.
Cummulative connections among New York City tech companies

WHEN HOUSEHOLDS in the U.S. were just getting their first dial-up Internet connections, Kevin O’Connor, Dwight Merriman, and Kevin Ryan mixed technology and advertising to monetize the consumer Internet. DoubleClick became a leading Internet ad-server and rode the expanding Internet bubble to an IPO in 1998. When the bubble burst and decimated the tech industry, DoubleClick managed to survive, losing 70% of its clients but 80% of its competitors. As the industry slowly regained its footing, DoubleClick and its founding team managed to resize the company and achieve profitability before selling it to private equity firm Hellman & Friedman in 2005. At $1.1 billion, this acquisition was one of the biggest of a New York City tech company at the time. The new owners would go on to sell the company to Google for $3.1 billion, and today DoubleClick is at the center of Google’s $50 billion advertising business. The financial success of this business has been superseded by its ongoing impact, with Dwight and Kevin Ryan going on to found seven more New York City tech companies and its former employees starting 26. Yahoo! acquired one of these firms—Right Media—in 2007 for $850 million.
Seeing an Opportunity: to link social media with traditional advertising, Mike and Kass Lazerow, Aryeh Goldsmith, and Jeff Ragovin started Buddy Media in 2007. Mike and Kass, having recently sold Golf.com for $24 million to Time Warner, were ready for a new challenge. Even as the financial crisis began to strike down traditional companies, Buddy Media thrived by offering companies a Software as a Service (SaaS) platform on which they could easily engage their own customers through social media. Buddy Media continued its rise through 2010, scaling to add several hundred employees and attracting $90 million in investments from blue chip investors including Greycroft, Softbank, and British advertising giant WPP. In 2012, Salesforce.com, seeing the strength of Buddy Media’s managing team and the staying power of its product, acquired the company for more than $800 million. The story doesn’t stop there. The four founders have become influential investors and mentors to younger entrepreneurs. They have made at least 11 angel investments in New York City tech companies and have continued to mentor and inspire several other entrepreneurs.
WHEN RIGHT MEDIA, which was founded by a former DoubleClick employee, sold to Yahoo! for $850 million, two of its former employees had an idea for a new kind of digital advertising company. Brian O’Kelley and Mike Nolet founded AppNexus to transform digital advertising by offering real time bidding to compete with some of the biggest names in the business: Google, Yahoo!, and Facebook. In just five years, the company has grown to be one of the largest ad exchanges in the world, second only to its homegrown competitor, Google’s DoubleClick. AppNexus’ $130 million in revenues and 500 employees at the end of 2013 helped it to raise $140 million at a valuation in the billions. Brian and Mike have already begun to multiply their impact by investing in at least ten other New York City tech companies, with a strong focus on ad-tech startups, and six former employees have gone on to found new companies themselves. There are rumors of an IPO on the horizon that may ultimately create new liquidity for founders, early employees, and investors, but AppNexus is already demonstrating that success breeds success.
The growth of New York City’s tech sector from 2003-2013

2003
45 total connections

2004
87 total connections

2005
148 total connections

2006
236 total connections

2007
359 total connections

2008
535 total connections

2009
719 total connections

2010
1,070 total connections

2011
1,503 total connections

2012
1,813 total connections

2013
2,070 total connections

Total connections among New York City tech entrepreneurs in 2013

121 inspiration connections
320 mentorship connections
865 angel investments
428 serial entrepreneurs
336 former employee spinouts
CITIES AROUND THE WORLD can recreate the success of the New York City tech sector, and they don’t need to seed new industries or create tech parks to do it. In fact, the public effort necessary to recreate the dynamic of reinvestment now happening in the New York City tech sector may be much smaller than many policymakers think. Most cities already have many of the components necessary to accelerate the growth of a tech sector, including aspiring founders, new startups, and successful entrepreneurs. By connecting startups, scale-ups, and top-performing companies to one another, cities can catalyze the growth of an entrepreneurship ecosystem on top of existing local companies, capital, talent, and industries.

**INSPIRE ENTREPRENEURS TO START HIGH-GROWTH BUSINESSES IN YOUR CITY.** Successful entrepreneurs are powerful ambassadors and role models for your city’s tech sector, and celebrating them and their businesses can raise the visibility of the entire sector. Promoting these figures can change the trajectory of people who had not previously considered entrepreneurship as a good career path, and local stories make the possibility of launching a successful company much more tangible.

Several New York City campaigns have highlighted the growth of the sector at large, as well as the success of specific companies and entrepreneurs. **Made in New York City** is an ongoing advertising campaign promoting, among other things, the city’s digital industries. A citywide advertising campaign put local companies like LearnVest, Etsy, Songza, Kickstarter, and AppNexus on city buses and subways. A separate program, now called **digital.nyc**, is a platform for all things tech in the city. Its news stories promote local companies and emerging technologies and celebrate the growth of the sector with a map of local tech companies, investors, jobs, and events.

Cities can promote their success stories without building a dedicated online platform or launching a large-scale advertising campaign. In Texas, **The Dallas 100** is an annual list of the fastest-growing companies in the city. Over 1,100 executives, investors, university leaders, government officials, and journalists celebrate and promote the companies on the list during an annual award celebration, creating examples of inspirational high-growth entrepreneurs in the process.

**MENTOR BUSINESSES AND THEIR ENTREPRENEURS AS THEY SCALE UP.** Successful local entrepreneurs have a great deal of expertise when it comes to creating a business model, raising capital, and scaling a business once it has product market fit. These entrepreneurs tend to be busy, so creating opportunities for high-quality, structured mentorship is particularly important and oftentimes difficult to achieve.

Accelerators like **Techstars** and **Entrepreneurs Roundtable Accelerator (ERA)** provide targeted mentorship to help young New York City tech entrepreneurs address critical business issues, but both organizations also take an equity stake in their companies. Recently launched public programs like **NYC Generation Tech** work directly with high school students, while **NYC SEED** works with very early stage companies. New York City may lack formal programs to promote later stage mentorship, but its successful entrepreneurs...
have filled that gap and created a robust expert network in their absence. Not all cities already have the scale or resources to support programs like ERA and Tech Stars. However, examples from outside New York City can help cities to create a culture of mentorship. In Boston, MIT’s Adolf F. Monosson Prize for Entrepreneurial Mentoring promotes individuals and organizations that have mentored young entrepreneurs. Recipients tend to include the award in their biographies. By elevating the status of mentorship, cities can encourage the successful to contribute back to the ecosystem.

► INVEST INTO THE MOST PROMISING COMPANIES. Encouraging more entrepreneur angel investment not only facilitates the transfer of knowledge and money into new ventures, but also keeps successful entrepreneurs engaged in the ecosystem’s success. This is particularly important for entrepreneurs who have exited companies and have enough liquidity to retire and leave the local ecosystem.

New York City has robust networks of angel investors, as well as the resources and financial infrastructure to train recently successful entrepreneurs in the finer arts of seed investing. The city has dozens of angel groups dedicated to investing in early stage startups, including New York Angels (a top 10 most active angel group in the world with over $95 million invested), The Angel Investor Forum, and 37 Angels. Comprised of both entrepreneurs and investors, these groups lower the barriers to becoming an angel, reduce risk, and professionalize the practice.

Cities lacking angel investment networks can still help to spur the practice locally. The Angel Resources Institute (ARI) is just one such organization that conducts training programs on the investment process, valuation, term sheets, the post-investment relationship, and due diligence. Tax credits that enable recently liquid entrepreneurs to allocate stock options to angel investment vehicles can also increase the quantity of local entrepreneur seed capital.

► ENCOURAGE SERIAL ENTREPRENEURS AND FORMER EMPLOYEE SPINOUTS. Successful entrepreneurs and their employees have experience starting, working in, and scaling fast-growing businesses. Cities must not only retain these entrepreneurs and employees, but also enable them to spin out new businesses.

The Partnership for New York City runs an Entrepreneurs Council to give successful entrepreneurs a platform to engage with each other as well as local civic organizations and government. These interactions facilitate future business relationships and wed entrepreneurs and their future ventures to the city.

Former employees of New York City tech companies are tapping into a similar network to create new businesses. New York Tech Meetup, an organization dedicated to supporting the New York City tech sector, has more than 40,000 members, many of them working at tech companies. Its monthly gatherings enable these employees to share and demo product ideas with one another, and it is not uncommon for attendees to meet their future co-founders, formulate business plans, and launch new companies at these events.

Even without a robust network of thousands of people interested in tech entrepreneurship, cities can implement policies to facilitate serial and former employee entrepreneurship. According to a study by the Kauffman Foundation, non-compete agreements inhibit the formation of new local companies.42 In New York, non-competes are only narrowly enforceable, and in other domestic tech hubs like California, non-compete agreements are not enforced at all, freeing employees to become entrepreneurs themselves.43
METHODOLOGY

WE COLLECTED THE DATA for this report between March 2013 and March 2014 using primary interviews with entrepreneurs and publicly available data from Crunchbase, AngelList, and LinkedIn.

Tech companies are defined as those that are either actively developing a new information technology or those whose businesses are Internet-enabled. We excluded financial technology, green technology, and life sciences companies from this analysis. Our rationale for excluding these three industries was 1) the overlap between finance and technology has increased, and it is difficult to disaggregate the two; 2) manufacturing drives large portions of green technology; 3) expertise and founders in life sciences firms are largely distinct from those in information technology businesses.

All companies included in this study met three criteria: 1) information about them was publicly available; 2) they were founded in one of the five boroughs (Manhattan, Brooklyn, Bronx, Queens, and Staten Island) of New York City; and 3) they had received investment and/or had revenues at the time of data collection. Using these definitions, we created a list of New York City tech companies using Crunchbase, AngelList, the Made in NY Digital Map, and the portfolio companies of all major venture capitalists, incubators, accelerators, and co-working spaces active in New York City. We added to this list additional companies mentioned by entrepreneurs, who we define as company founders, in the course of interviews.

In total, we reviewed 3,609 companies to determine if they met the aforementioned criteria and identified 2,593 New York City tech companies. These companies were founded between 1980 and 2013, although 96.58% of companies in the dataset were founded after 1996 due to survivorship bias. We then identified and vetted 4,542 entrepreneurs and found that 4,161 had founded one or more of these New York City tech companies.

We interviewed 643 New York City tech founders representing 664 New York City tech companies and asked them five core questions:

- Who inspired you to become an entrepreneur?
- Who invested in your company?
- Who was your mentor during the growth and development of your company?
- Have you founded other New York City tech companies?
- Which of your former employees have gone on to found New York City tech companies?

We use the responses to these questions to create an edgelist of connections among companies, along with a corresponding set of five outbound connection types, each of which is represented by a different colored arrow.

Where an entrepreneur has founded multiple companies, his or her most prominent company based on an index of founding date, number of employees, total investment, and exit sizes represents his or her influence on the map. Companies are oftentimes connected by more than one type of connection. Where a purple “founder” arrow connects any two companies, the only other arrow that can appear is the blue “former employee” arrow. Likewise, where mentorship and investment occur simultaneously between two companies and their entrepreneurs, we only include the green investment arrow. In the former case, we assume that inspiration, mentorship, and investment are encompassed within the act of serial entrepreneurship represented by the purple arrow. In the latter, we assume that angel investment comes with a degree of mentorship. Otherwise, multiple arrows can connect two companies.

We calculate the size of a company’s circle
based on directed closeness centrality for unconnected graphs. In layman’s terms, the size of a company is a function of the number of first-, second-, third-, etc. degree connections the company and its entrepreneurs have to others in the network.

Each ring represents a time period and companies are located on a ring according to the year they were founded. Connections accrue to a company based on the time period in which the connections occurred. Where we do not know the year a connection occurred, we take one of two different approaches.

Where we do not have year information for an inspiration, former employee, investment, or founder connection, we assume that the year of the connection between the source and the target companies is equal to the year the target company was founded. To estimate when a mentorship relationship started where we are lacking a start year, we reviewed mentorship relationships where we do have start year information. For the 273 mentorship relationships where this information is available, we find that the mean elapsed time between company founding and mentorship is .5 years. We then set the mentorship year equal to the year the target company was founded, and add .5 years to it, rounding to the nearest year.

In this model, a company’s circle and influence grow over time as it and its entrepreneurs become more connected to other New York City tech companies.

For other analyses, all percentages are calculated using a 95% confidence interval.
APPENDIX 1

LISTED BELOW are all 643 entrepreneurs who participated in interviews. Entrepreneurs are affiliated with their most influential company. Companies are listed in alphabetical order.

AdSheretech: Michael Moreno
Admelt: Ben Barokas, Brian Adams
Adstar: John Larraine, Josh Wurman
Advtuitive: Isaac Oates
Advizr: Mustapha Baasri
Adwise: Kif Shafir
Agelo: Mohamed Altantawy
Alienative: Matt Johnson
Aliaswatch: Raja Choudhury
Alluring Logic: Dane Arpino
Altah Net: Elizabeth Collusio
Amicus: Seth Bannon
Amie Street: Joshua Bolttuch
Amplience: Tony Denis
Amplify: Joel Klein
AngellPolitics: Ricardo Garcia-Amaya
Animalia: Brod Jefferson, Tom Clifton, Stevie Clifton, Jason Hisao
AppAddictive: Michael Onghia
Apparchitect: Ilya Zatulovskiy
AppCard: Yair Goldfinger
AppNexus: Brian K’elley
AppProxy: Bill Magnuson, Jon Hyman
Appassway: Chris Cunningham
Arc9: Robert Zade
Architect: Marc Kusner
Arkadium: Jessica Rovello
Article One Partners: Cheryl Milone
Article: Alexis Tyron
Artstar: Chrissy Crawford
Artsy: Carter Cleveland
Assured Labor: David Reich
Audio Network: Robert Hurst
Avalary: Israel Derdik, Avi Munchin
Axial Market: Peter Lehman
Azoogle Ads: Joe Speiser
BA Insight: Guy Mounier, Martin Muldown
Bar & Club Stats: Benjamin Silbert
Barbook: Henrik Werdlin, Carly Strife
Basmo: Nicholas Theme
Baublebar: Daniella Yacobovsky
Bcontent: Massimo Scapini
Beautybooked: Hilary Hutcheson
Behance: Scott Belsky
Bettercloud: David Polikis
Bib And Tuck: Sari Azout
Big Fuel: Avi Savar
Blindo: Brad Lauster
Birchbox: Kaya Beauchamp, Hayley Barna
Bitletter: Gil Harel
Black Lape: Warren Liao, Derrin Tian
Blank Slate Factory: Kael Goodman
Blinq Media: Luis Caballero
Blink: Kyle Olson, Jared Klett
Blog Talk Radio: Robert Charish
Blue Apron: Matt Salzberg
Bmobitized: Bjorn Holte
Bombfell: Bernard Yoo
Bomoda: Brian Buchwald
Bonnex: Andy Dundon
Bonuzy: John Quinn, Raphael Crawford-Marks
Booker: Josh McCarter, Daniel Lizio-Katzen
Boomsie: Jerem Baran, Cem Kozmoglu
Boonty: Mathieu Nouareth
Brandmeister: Nandini Gungs, Hursh Agrawal
Brandyourself: Patrick Ambron
Brewster: Steve Greenwood
Broadstreet Ads: John Crepuzzi
Buddy Media: Michael Lazeroz
Bunny: Alexander Torrenegra
Buywithme: Andrew Moss
Buzztable: John Brennan
CPRI: Michael Seiman
Capture Your Flag: Erik Nichelsen
Caribbeing: Shelley Worrell
Carrot Creative: Mike Germano
Casashop: Fionn Peyre, Paul Berry
Caseable: Marvin Amberg
Centxy: Jeremy Clemenson
Charybuzz: Cappy Holzman
Chatlog: Natalie Gonzalez
Chatid: Dan Herman
Cheapsim: Max Levitte
Citymap: Aaron Rutenste
Clastivity: Payal Kadakia
Clothes Horse: Will Charczuk
Code Climate: Bryan Helmikamp
Cognitive Match: Alex Kelleher
CollaborativeHealth: Elliot Turri
Collective: Joe Appendi
Collective(): Tad Martin
Commentary: Shane Snow, Joe Coleman
Contract Room: Emil Stefanutti
Cookstr: Will Kraus
Coursehorse: Nihal Parthasarathy
Craft Coffee: Michael Horn
CreativeWorks: Mark Hirsch
_Crisp Media: Xavier Facion
Crowd Play: Brian Newman
Crowdtag: Brandon Evans
CrowdYield: Irving Fain, Josh Bowen
Customer.io: John Allison
Custora: Corey Pierson
Dada: Beatriz Ramos
Dailyburn: Andy Smith
Dailywork: Pingda Steinberg
Dance Online: Andrea Steres
Datadog: Alexis Le-Gueric, Oliver Pomele
Datamyresearch: Balazs Alexa, Jean Meyer
Datorama: Ran Sarg
Dejamor: Rodrigo Fuentes
Demdex: Randy Nicolau
Designer Pages: Jacob Stiev
Dietbeter: Jamie Rosen
Digital Ocean: Mitch Wainer
Digital Railroad: Evan Nisselson
Dimensionio: Orlando Etuk
Ditemode: McFarland
Diverse: Jeremy Greensfield
Dmnd: Tom Kwon
Docasap: Puneet Maheshwari
Doodle.ly: Evan Vogel, Darren Paul
Doubledeals: Caren Sinclair-Kay
Doubleclick: Kevin Ryan, Dwight Merriman
Doubleverify: Oren Netzer
Drop.io: Darden Somashker
Drivestory: Joe Doran, Kathy Leake, David Honing
Easy Pairings: Darren Wan, Peter Lada
Eatdrinkrings: Jason Miller
Ecarediary: John Mills
Edamam: Victor Peney
Edealya: Chaim Zucker
Edenify: Mark Hirsch
Eviden: Scott Meyer
Ewatch: James Alexander
Exeflate: Elad Esham
ExportsV: Bill Hidebom
Eyeweev: Tal Rosenfeld
Fub: Charles Sherram, Jason Goldberg
Faithstreet: Sean Coughin, Ryan Melogy
 Falcon Engines: Brooke Sugarman
Fanbridge: Spencer Richardson
Fanduel: Travis Grifflths
Fantasy Buzzr: Simon Pettibone
Farmersweb: David Ross
Fashism: Brooke Mooreland
Fast Society: Michael Rosenberg
Feenpa: Stephen Theogene
Felt Tip: Lucas Kwook
Fieldens: Doug Chambers
Fiverr: Micha Kaufman, Shai Winger
Flovorss: Sascha Lewis
Flint And Tinder: Jake Bronstein
Floored: Dave Eisenberg
Fluidinfo: Terry Jones
Foliodynamics: Aaron Schumum
Food52: Amanda Hesser
Force Therapeutics: Bronwyn Spira
Foretuit: Michael Liebow
Fotolog: Adam Selfery
Fueled: Rameet Chawla
Funding Gates: Ismail Coak
Gallerya: Karel Skiampolsky
Gambline: Frank Wilson
Gertrude: Kenneth Schlenker
Getstun: Steven Guttag
Gigzolo: Henry Tsang, Nathan Meeks
Gilt Group: Michael Bryzek, Alexi Maybank, Phong Nguyen
Goalpop: Lori Terrizzi
Grade Spotter: Christopher Kennedy
Grid绺: Avishai Schwartz
Group Commerce: Jony Kelt, David Rosenblatt
Groupon: Michael Waxman
Guest Of A Guest: Rachelle Huska
Handshake: Glen Coates
Hark: I.T. Mac Kowowski, Ryan Matzner
Harvest: Danny Wen
Hatch: Anastasia Leng
Have To Have: Carla Holtze
Health Guru: Christopher Bruno
Healthination: Tony Estrella
Heavy: David Carson, Simon Assaad
Heybuddy: David Amasilem
Heykiki: Joe Vadakkekera
Honestly Now: Tersia Nemessanyi
Hoppit: Steven Dzietac
Hopskotch: Marty Monroe
Howbouteau: Brian Schechter, Aaron Schildkroit
Huxkter: Kate Finnegan, Erica Bell
Hullabaloo: Suzanne Xie
Humanity tz: Gashon Blanchet
Hunch: Catana Fieke
Hyperpublic: Jordan Cooper, Doug Petkanics
Implybe: Murray Hadary
Iarenet: James Decrescenzo Jr
Ideadd: Paul Hurley, Mark Unmarcher
Image Space Media: Kevin Tung
Imagineeasy Solutions: Neel Taparia
Imrsve: Jason Soas
Indiewalla: Gabriel Wolf, Ari Grazi
Innovid: Tal Chaloiz
Inphonic: David Steinberg
Insparq: Veronica Sonsev, Richie Hecker
Instinctive: Peter Brodsky
Integral Ad Science: Will Latrell
Interclick: Michael Katz
Internet Media Labs: Peter Bordes
Internet.com: Tristan Louis
Internetcache: Yiannis Tsiounis
Intrar: Kenneth Bloom
Invasion: Steve Marlowe
Invite Media: Scott Becker, Michael Provenzano, Nat Turner
Irrive: Steven Cohn
IVillage: Robert Leysen
JMT Apps: Jean-Marie Truelle
JW Player: Dave Oiten
Jampify: Moses Sowola, Andy Pickens
Jibe: Joe Essenfeld
Joor: Mona Bisous
Jukely: Bora Celik
Just Sing It: Alec Andronik
Kaltura: Shray Davi
Kapitall: Gaspard De Dreuzy, Serge Kreiker
Karma Mobility: Stefan Borso
Keep Holdings: Scott Kunit, Marnay Bekkedahl
Keepideas: Phil Michaelson
Keywordsmart: Josh Haas
Kindling: Timothy Meany
Kinetic Social: Don Mathis
Kinsa: Inder Singh
Kleverbeest: Dinesh Moorjani
Kneuert: Jose Feireira
Kroossou: Vasu Kulakmi
L'idealist: Le Le Plant
LaunchIt: Brian Cohen
Leadsprint: Craig Siverdoff
Lean Startup Machine: Trevor Owens
Leendows: Richard Eldridge
Lendkey: Vince Passione
Liazoda: Timothy Godsch
Lifedots: Rafael De Haro
Likeable Local: David Herpen
Linkshare: Heli Messer, Stephen Messer
Lit Building Directory: Stephen Kienert
Little Borrowed Dress: Corie Hardee
Littlebit: Aki Rider
LivePerson: Robert Loscacio
Local Bigwig: Ray Madronio
LocalResponse: Michael Muse, Nihar Mehta
Locavox: Trevor Summer
Locket: Yunchi Kim
Log Product Group: Jill Taft
Lot18: Philip James
Luu Technologies: Michael DelFrancesco
Luckydiem: Andrew Landis
M5 Networks: Dan Hoffman
Maki Broadcasting: Teemu Aaramo
Machinio: Dmitriy Roshekfeld
Magnetic: James Green
Marketfly: Zarah Ware
Market Publique: Jonathan Berger, Pamela Castillo
Marshad Technology Group: Neal Marshad
Maxwell Health: Vee Grosway
Meddik: Benjamin Shyong
Mediablast: Laurent Toubiy
Mediarex: Ari Brandt
Mediamorph: Michael Sid
Mediusiis: Wandy Hoh
Meetingup: Greg Hines, Scott Heiferman
Merchantfuse: Dan Mers
Merchantary: Edward Shenderovich
Milestow: Sanjay Koch
Mimeo: John Debrilde, Jeff Stewart, David Uyttendaele
Mirror: Daniel Matts
Mixe Labs: Nancy Liang
Mobile Commons: Benjamin Stein, Jed Alpert
Modalyst: Jill Sherman
Modelinia: Nicole Espósito, Liane Mullin
Mojiva: Miles Spencer
Moyo Motors: Paul Nadjarian
Moonbot: Nishant Mittal, Anupam Singhal
Mongodb: Elliot Horowitz
Moonlive: Dana Kaner
Mote: Josh Grostein
Moveable Inc: Michael Nutt, Vivek Sharma
Mr. Yellow: Matt Britton
Music Ray: Mike McCready
My Damn Channel: Rob Barnett, Warren Chao
MyHealthway: Puneet Surana, Anuraga Parchuraj
Mycommerce: Michael Brody
Neverwares: Jonathan Hetter
New HealthTech Enterprises: Peter Henderson
Newlywished: Amanda Allen
Newscrd: Shafqat Islam, Asif Rahman
Newlook: Fred Lilienthal
Next Big Sound: Alex White
Next Jump: Charlie Kim
Next New Networks: Jed Simmons, Fred Seibert
Niftythirty: Topper Luciani
Nimbusbase: Alex Volsodarskiy
Nyhtics: Hide Harashima
Nomis: Wesley Barrow
Noodle Education: John Katzman
Netleas: Neil Mody
Nu-Kitchen: Mark Newhouse
Nuxeo: Arkan Maldoros
Off Track Planet: Freddie Pikoven
Offerpop: Prakash Mishra, Wendell Lansford
Opmento: Ori Inbar, Oriel Bergio
OklCupid: Max Khoon, Christian Rudder
Olapic: Jose De Cabo
Olio: Noah Glass
Oizx: Fabrice Grinda
Onetok: Ben Lilenthal
Onnoto: Steve Siddy Von Stade
Onspoke: Andres Barredo, Juan Pablo Bunicla
Open Air Publishing: Jon Feldman
OpenSky: John Caspin
Opportunity: Janis Irunis
Opinor: Amir Alon
Optimist: Mark Wachen
Orchard: Kevin Kim, Art Chang
Ordergroove: Greg Alvo
Ordo Inc: David Bloom
Outside Inc: Cory Forsyth
Paddle8: Aditya Julka, Alexander Gikes
Pando Networks: Laird Popkin
Panelfly: Stephen Lynch
Panjiva: Josh Green
Panther Express: Mairi Magruder, Ryan Nitz
Panvidea: Chris Cali
Parse.ly: Sachin Kamar, Andrew Montalenti
Patch: Warren Wester
Patentory: Fatih Ozturk
Pay With Cover: Andrew Cove
Peerscope: Andrei Shirshavata
Peoplehunt: Adrian Avendano Monterrubio
Persado: Alex Vlaskides
Phil: David Levy
Photolister: Shervin Murabayashi
Phreesia: Evan Roberts
Pickie: Sonia Najar
Pictela: Sanjay Jan
Pictorius: Michael Park
Picturelife: Nate Westheimer
Pikku: Jim Rice
Pingo: Lonan Cabel
Pibable: Ikari Berenguer
Pisafi: Uri Fook
Placeiq: Steve Milton, Duncan McCall
Plead: Nick Taranto
Playpower Labs: Derek Lomas, Kishan Patel
Plishable: Jeff Freedman
Plysa: Xycara Jimenez
Pollcytic: Christopher Atchek
Ponitflex: Zasha Lasker, Geoffrey Grauer
Popping: Chris Burch
Postfly: Doreen Bloch, Bradley Falk
Postable: Scott Pothash
Powhow: Viva Chu
Preo: Richard Lang
Profit Cloth: Seph Sliert
PulsePoint: Matt Keeser
PuzzleSocial: Joe Leung
Quigo Technologies: Yaron Galai
Ranku: Kim Taylor
Rap Genius: Mahid Mohgahdan
Razorfish: Craig Kanaan, Jeff Dachis
Readboard: Porter Bayne
Realdirect: Michelle Poe
Recordsetter: Dan Rollman
Redspredal: Stanley Pugliese
Rent The Runway: Jennifer Flass
Renthop: Lawrence Zhou, Lu Lin
Renthalms: Ben Zies
Revtrax: Jonathan Treiber
Right Media: John Goodhart
Rock The Post: Tanya Prieto, Alejandro Cremades
Rockboxer: Ron Jacobson
Ruby Ribbon: Anna Zonossa, Deborah Uri
Run: Danu Schwartz, Seth Hittman
Salltnu: Neil Capel
Salesmoox: Daniel Michael, Justin Djietro
Salonguspa: Greg Ratner
Savored: Benjamin McKin
Scanbuy: Chul-oung Dzoung, Didier Frantz, Olivier Atta
SeamlessDocs: Chachi Camejo, Jonathon Ende
Sened: Benjamin McKean
 Sense Networks: Tony Jebara
Send The Trend: Ryan Feit
Senset: Chachi Camejo, Jonathon Ende
Sensored: Jennifer Fleiss
Sengin: Karin Kin
Setgeist: Ralf Bockhorn
Settled: Jon蕰
Shack: Alex Geiger
Shapeways: Robert Schouwenburg
Shelby.tv: Reece Facheco
Shopcube.com: Reid Covingdon
Sidetour: Vinip Goyal
Simplereach: Eric Lubow
Singleplatform: Wiley Cerrill
Site59: Michelle Peluso, Damon Tassone, Richard Harris, Josh Feuerstein
Sisseecker: Mona Safabakhsh, Ian Campbell
Sketchfab: Albian Deniz
Skillshare: Michael Karpmanapranik
Slader: Kyle Gerrity
Slave Science: Guy Vardi
Snapgoos: Ron Williams
Socialbump: Adam Simon
Socialfeet: Nathaniel McNamara
Socialflow: Mike Perrone, Frank Speiser
Socialguide: Sean Casey
Socre: Bradley Leinhardt
Songza: Eric Davich, Elias Roman, Peter Asbil, Eliot Breeze
Spaffner Media Group: Jim Spaffner
Spinback: Andrew Ferenci
Sportaneous: Omar Haroun
Spotflux: Chris Naegelin
Squarespace: Dane Atkinson
Squidoo: Gil Hildebrand
Stack Exchange: Joel Spolsky
Stillservice: Jordy Lester
Stereotypes.fm: Jason Keck
Stray Boots: Scott Knockmru, Ari Millman, Noemi Millman
StumbleUpon: Samantha Radatz
Stylecaster: Albert Azout, Ari Goldberg
Stylefactory.com: Sebastian Reichelt
Style: Tyler Sides
Suitly: David Walker, Phil Lang
Sumait: Korey Lee
Sunrise: Jeremy Le Van
Surfsecret Software: Jon Oiringer
Systems Forge: Peter Bell
Taboola: Adam Singolda
Take The Interview: Daniell Weinblatt
Tervila: Dunny Thompson
Test Prep International: Nilanjan Shanker: Paul Geller
The Loaddown: David Renard
Theatermania.com: Darren Sussman
Thefuture.fm: David Stein
Theladders: Alexandre Douzet
Thinknear: John Hinnekan
Thinkup: Gina Trapani
Tickpick: Chris O’Brien, Brett Goldberg
Timemoth: Benny Wong
Tip Card: Gregory Wright
Tipd: Jesse Lawrence
Top Dog: Aubin Spenes
Topifflet: Ari Levine, Shaun Zacharia, Eric Berry
Triploglog: Douglas Ulman
True Office: Adam Sadowski
Trueris: A344ocaino
Tutorline: Kyle Cromer
Tutorialize: Leo Shemesh
Tutorspree: Aaron Harris
Twistage: David Wadero
Twocoph: Mo Larn
Ufora: Alexander Leeds, Braxton Mickley
Umanet: Bryan Slavin
Uncommon Goods: Thomas Epting, Dave Bolotsky
Undertone: Eric Franchi
Upfront Digital: Andrew Cohen, Yifrah Frechter
Upplame: Sean Barkulis
Uprise Art: Tae Chun
Useful Capital: Riko Tandon
V Bespoke: Wik Venkatraman, David Whittemore
Vault: Sam Hamshad
Vaunte: Leah Pardue
Vee24: James Keller
Verbalize: Ryan Frankel
Vhx: Jamie Wilkinson
Vidibit: Patrick Bice
Visual Bazaar: Charlie Holteh, Alex Poon, Dennis Mortensen
Vocalizelocal: Philip Krim
Vonage: Carlos Bhola
Voxly: Gregg Carey, Paul Gollash
Wander: Keenan Cunnings, Jeremy Fisher
Wanderfly: Evan Schnyer, Christy Liu
Worby: David Gilboa
WeDidIt: Su Sann, Ben Lamson, Bryan Lif
WeeSpring: Alysson Downey, Jack Downey
Wicked Star: Bryan Janecio
Wireday: Matthew Toln
Wish: Lisa Kiesew
Work Market: Jeffrey Levinthal, Jeff Wald
Workplace: Charles Pickard
Yieldbot: Jonathan Mendez
Yieldex: Tom Shields
Yield: Virgil Vasconate
Zip: Ben Rubenstein, John Berkowitz
Youare.tv: Josh Weinstein
Zazzoom: Jay Overdaper
Zimpark: Jay Bhattacharya
Zinged: Garrick Pohl
Zocado: Cyprus Massoudi
Zola Books: Michael Strong
[Learned Media: Nick Kaye, Sam Zises]
[x+1] Ted Shergals
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ENDNOTES

1. See Methodology section for additional information on the definition of New York City's information technology sector.

2. 3.8 million people were employed in New York City in July 2014. “New York City Local Area Unemployment Statistics Program.” New York State Department of Labor. Accessed 15 September 2014 <http://labor.ny.gov/stats/laus.asp>. We assume that companies for which we do not have employment data (1,627 of 2,593) have the median number of employees (10), with 53,430 estimated net employees working at these New York City tech companies as of December 2013.


4. CB Insights.

5. 2,206 companies were founded between 2003 and 2013 of 2,593 companies, all time, or 85.11%. 53,430 jobs were created between 2003 and 2013 of 62,291 gross jobs, all time, or 85.77%.


7. Ibid.


9. In 2010, the New York City tech sector had 26,577 employees and in 2013, 53,430 employees, a 3-year compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 26.21%.


12. 2003-2013 economic impact calculated using two methodologies. For companies founded, acquisitions, and exit amounts, we count the actual number of companies founded and acquired and the actual dollar amount of exits between January 2003 and December 2013 based on survey and publicly available data. For employees and investment, we assume straight line growth from the founded year until the close year, acquisition year, or 2013, recording only employees and investments generated between 2003 and 2013. We assume that companies for which we do not have employment data (1,319 of 2,206) have the median number of employees (10). All other figures are actuals.

13. 30.64 (+/- 34 years) on average when New York City tech founders found their companies. Assumes that founders are 18 at undergraduate university matriculation.

14. 81.87% (+/-2.52%) of New York City tech founders attended high school in the five boroughs of New York City.

15. 11.67% (+/-1.44%) of New York City tech founders attended undergraduate school in the five boroughs of New York City.

16. 27.84% (+/-2.91%) of New York City tech founders attended graduate school in the five boroughs of New York City.

17. 11.67% (+/-1.92%) of New York City tech founders studied at least one non-STEM subject in undergrad while 35.46% (+/-1.92%) studied at least one STEM subject.

18. 41.98% (+/-2.21%) of New York City tech founders have a graduate degree, 64.40% of founders have non-technical graduate degrees. 42.97% (+/-3.26%) have an MBA, 22.73% (+/-2.76%) have an MS, 14.29% (+/-2.30%) have an MA, 7.14% have JDs (+/-1.69%), 5.30% (+/-1.47%) have PhDs.

19. DoubleClick has 44 first degree connections; AppNexus has 20 first degree connections; Buddy Media has 16 first degree connections. Five of these connections overlap.

20. DoubleClick, AppNexus, and Buddy Media have 177 second degree connections and 227 third degree connections. DoubleClick, AppNexus, and Buddy Media have 401 unique connections within three degrees.
21. R-squared = .1905, n=48, p=0.002.
22. We group companies in cohorts and calculate percentiles based on the year the company was founded.
23. 22.02% (+/-4.22%) of companies with a top-performing inbound connection are successful, 9.60% (+/-1.82%) of companies with no top-performing inbound connections are successful. Analysis includes companies with no inbound connections.
24. R-squared = .0404, n=730, p=0.000.
25. 22.02% (+/-4.22%) of companies with a top-performing inbound connection are successful, 9.60% (+/-1.82%) of companies with no top-performing inbound connections are successful. Analysis includes companies with no inbound connections.
26. There have been 413 mentorship relationships among New York City tech founders, all time.
29. 3,583 total angel investments made in New York City tech companies by 2,157 total angels, all time.
30. There are 865 company to company investment connections. 665 New York City tech companies have at least one founder who is also an angel investor, 25.65% of the 2,593 total New York City tech companies, all time.
31. 183 inspiration connections among New York City tech founders, all time.
32. 420 New York City tech serial entrepreneurs founded 656 New York City tech companies, all time.
33. 527 New York City tech companies have been founded by former employees of other New York City tech companies, all time.
34. 627 unique serial entrepreneurship and former employee connections (mutually exclusive) divided by 1,297 companies in network equals .4834 new companies per company through these connection types, all time.
35. 2,340 unique entrepreneurs have founded these 1,297 companies. Since 2003, we record 1,963 company to company connections with 2,070 connections among them where any pair can have more than one connection type between them.
38. DoubleClick’s founders founded 8 New York City tech companies, its former employees 29, with 3 companies overlapping.
44. Survivorship bias in this case is the tendency of our dataset to contain companies that still exist, and not ones that have closed.
45. An edgelist is a data structure for storing connections between nodes, in this case companies.
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